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Delois Smith named as UAH's new
Vice - President of Student Affairs
By Cassandra Moore
News Writer

lllOOl"ett@emaiLuah.edu
Delois Smith was recently
named Vice President of Student Affairs at UAH.
Hertenn officially started
on August 26, 2002, and he
couldn't be more ecstatic.
"It's not too often you can
get paid for doing what you
love." said Smith.
As Vice President, Smith
oversees and manages four
divisions found in the University
Center, which include Career Services, Student Development, the University Center
and auxiliary services (includes food services, SGA,
student activities, etc.), and
Student Health Services.
Smith also helps plan for new

student orientation, counseling ervices, commencement, and intramural sports.
Smith hopes to open
doors for students as well as
provide
support
and
liaisonbetween students and
the university. She loves actively working with student .
"There's nothing more rewarding than meeting incoming freshmen, watching them
grow and change through
their college years, and haking their hand at commencement.The feeling is just awesome."
One of Smith's co-workers, Toni Morgan, describes
her as "student oriented."
"She's very conscientious
and would do anything for
her students." says Morgan.
While sqrving as Vice
President of Student Affairs,
Smith has two main career
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The Exponent recently
spent time with University
President Dr. Frank Franz to
find out about his life, his
work at UAH, and his vision
for the future of UAH.
Franz was born and raised
in Pennsylvania and graduated from high school in the
Philadelphia uburbs. He
stayed in Pennsylvania for
his undergraduate work, majoring in Physics at Lafayette
College.
Franz then got married and

went to the University of IJlinois, where he got his Ph.D.
in Physics, with his wife, who
is also a physicist. Then they
spent two years doing postdoctoraJ work in Zurich, Switzerland. His research interest
was in atomic collisions and
laser spectro copy.
Franz had his longest
tay at the University of Indiana, where he and his wife
started as Assistant Professors. This is where Franz first
got into administration, as he
was chosen a a liaison between faculty and students
during a period of student
FRANZ page9

Senate gets off to a busy, smooth
start, new amendment in discussion
By Mike Anderson
SGA Co"espondent
andersms@email.uah.edu

Index

veloping student's leadership
skills. "I hope to shape our
students into world citizens
(having more than just academic skills). I want to sec to
it that students are at the top
of their game," said Smith.

lndepth interview:
Pres. Frank Franz

CROSS page4

Hannibal returns In Red
Dragon. Are you prepared?

goals she hopes to accomplish. The first is making a
change in UAH' social environment. She is working on
increasing campus life and
would like to see a lot more
activitie for students to participate in. The econd is de-

The newly elected SGA
Senate had their fir t two
meetings in the past two
weeks, and already they have
been swamped.
Regardless, the senators
are taJdng the work in stride.
Executive Vice President Anthony Holden, who also acts
as President of the Senate, is

excited about the new crop.
"They've got a lot of energy,
a lot of drive about them, a
lot of good ideas," commented Holden Monday
night after meeting.
Among the s lew of new
items, a competing Constitutional amendment regarding
quorum and Presidential
terms was brought up by
Sen. Geof Morris (Grad.) in
the first week of the new session.

Holden expressed his
pleasure with the initiative of
the new Senators to tackle
this issue so early into the
term, "Even the challenging
things, like the amendment
that came up, they were willing to discuss it." Sen. Kimberly Battle (Jr.) expre sed
concern over the amendment
however, and suggested during discussion that she may
seek to table the bill indefinitely at the next meeting.

In addition, over fifteen
clubs were confirmed for rechartering for the coming
school year. Holden foresee
a lot of work with clubs,
which is why he has appointed Sen. Samantha
Wimberly (Jr.) to chair the
Organization Committee.
"We would like to hurry up
and get these clubs re-chartered and get them some
money," stated Holden.
SGA . . . . 11
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Barbershopcauses some controversy

Greek1~

S peaa

By Melanie Howard
ews Writer
brandm@email.uah.edu

Barbershop. relea ed on
September 13, seem to have
stirred up several arguments
in recent news.
This movie is set in a barbershop in Chicago. The
main plot involves Calvin, the
owner, struggling with the
decision to keep or sell his
shop. The other employees
of the barbershop each represent a stereotype personality. The majority of the
movie takes place in this barbershop and involves each
employee addressing his or
her problems and learning to

By Patrick
Bobo
Greek Columnist

snakemb134@
ho/mail.com

Delta Zeta is still collecting school supplies, suc h as
crayons, rulers, pencils, and paper to donate to a local
elementary school as philanthropy. They also conducted
a fundraiser last weekend with Sigma Nu at the Big Spring
Jam. They worked "Kids Korner," which is a time for kids
to come in and play during the Jam.
Last week the new members of Kappa Delta received
their Big Sisters. Meredith HaJl said of the event, "It was
an exciting week filled with surprises and is just one more
tep along the way to becoming a sister in Kappa Delta.
The KD's also found time this past week to volunteer
some time at the Big Spring Jam. The Kappa Delta
"Teacher of the Week" is Dr. Randall Reid of Admini trative Science. Kappa Delta ha<; also begun planning their
annual Bachelorette Auction. Check back for more details on the night.
Alpha Tau Omega hosted its fourth annual golf tournament on September 28 at Municipal Golf Course. Like
De lta Zeta; Kappa Delta, Pi Kappa Alpha, and Sigma Nu
they volunteered at Big Spring Jam this weekend. The
ATO pledge have begun working on the third annual
ATO car show. Check back for more information on the
event.
The Delta Chis are busy planning for our 25th anniversary (October 15) here at UAH. Their International President will be in attendance throughout the weekend of our
founder's day. They will also be doing a fundraiser at
Talladega SuperSpeedway on October 5 and 6. Red Death
has been postponed till October 19. so look for your invitation or see a brother about getting on the guest list.
Pi Kappa Alpha helped out the Kappa Deltas with the
VIP ho pitality room at the Big Spring Jam
Sigma Nu and Delta Zeta Sorority worked one of their
largest fundraisers of the year during Big Spring Jam.
This past weekend would be the second year that the two
organizations have teamed up to make the "Kids Komer"
a success. On October 4 - 6, Sigma Nu has another
fundraiser planned at Talladega SuperSpeedway. This is
the second time Sigma Nu will work at the NASCAR race.
The Sigma Nu pledges have also begun planning for their
annual Bachelor Auction. Details will be provided about
the event as they are available.
Also, don't forget that Order of Omega applications
are at the UC or in Cathi Curtis's office. These should be
turned in to Cathi no later than 5 p.m. on Wed. Oct 2. This
applies to juniors and seniors.
I hope everyone has a great Fall Break and look for us
in Talladega. I am sure Delta Chi will vouch for this, but
going down there with my Sigma Nu brothers should be
an experience I will never forget. We also worked the race
in April, and it's one of the greatest times of brotherhood
and just plain having fun that we do. Have fun and don't
study too much!

work them out through dis- ·
cu sing them with each other.
I ·sues are raised and then resol\ed as far as the characters are concerned. However,
the issues it raises have not
been resolved with its audience.
The first argument is that
the movie belittles the accomplishments of Rosa Parks
and Martin Luther King, Jr.
On September 19, Jesse
Jackson issued the following
statement, " I've spoken to
Mrs. Coretta Scott King,
Martin Luther King III, the
Rosa Parks family and several other civil rights leaders
and their families. Several of
the families feel highly in-

suited by the insensitivity of
using Rosa Parks and Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. a-, the
butt ofjokes and trying to tum
tragedy into comedy. We
hope the actors and producers would care enough about
these grievances to apologize. We also hope that they
will delete the portion of the
film that is insensitive and
inappropriate to b oth Dr.
King and Rosa Parks from
future DVDs, videotapes and
any other future releases."
This statement may be found
on
http ://
www.blackheadlines.com/
google.html.
Some ·p eople feel that
Jesse Jackson is just angered

Across

e
Campus

As a newly swom in SGA senator,
name one goal you would like to
see the Senate accompllsh
in the coming term.

Jade O'Neil

Klmberty Battle

M.I.S.

I.S.E.

Freshman
" A taxi service, or a mass transit
service so that students can get
around campus if they don't have
their own car."

Junior
I want to have a Fall Commencement by Fall 2003."

and ..... the reason might
have somethi ng to do with
certain line in the film:
Jes!.e Jackson." (This wa
taken from an article titled
'"Barbershop' Cuts to th
Chase" posted on October:
also
on
www.blackheadlines.com.)
According to this article
MGM refused to c ut
scenes, but did issue an apoJ.
ogy. " I completely did not
mean to offend anyone,"
George Tillman said, one of
the movie's producers.
The second argument:
Rod Dreher, senior writer for

'·F-•:

an;

National Review On/int
wrote an article titled " ~
Needs Jesse Jackson?" on
September 25 in response to
these claims.
Commenting on the demand for the scenes to be removed, Dreher writes.
'·Whoa! This is censorship of
a particularly outrageous and
nasty kind. What Jackson is
demanding is the removal of
part of a movie that are absolutely essential to its moral.
He is insisting on controlling
what black artists are allowed
to say."
Dreher goes on to add.
"For one thing, it's absurd to
claim that any human being
has the right to be spared any
negative commentary at all."
He also writes. "Jesse Jackson not only doesn't want,a
black man to say these
things in a movie, he wants
any record that these things
were ever said in a movie expunged from history. They
understood this kind of sentiment well in Stalin's Russia."
My opinion: As a new
writer, I'm not supposed to
include my opinion. As a
movie critic for the Entertainment section, I am supposed
to tell you what I think. I've
decided to tell you anyway.
I had not wanted to vieW
this movie. It did not appeal
to me based on the previews.
However, after continuing to
hear about it in the new. .
decided to go see what the
controversy was really
about.
First of all, I really liked iL
It was one of the best comedies I have seen in a long

time.

s?
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Chris Alexander

Ted Washington

Aerospace
Engineering
Sophomore

Business
Administration
Sophomore

" I would like to see the

"I'd like to see more stuff done
on campus, more activities. Especially for homecoming."

Inadequate lighting in the 700
buildings in SECH upgraded."

Second, I believe it was
uplifting rather than degrad·
ing. I saw what the character
Eddie was saying about
Rosa Parks. True, he made 8
joke about her. What he was
trying to communicate to the
other c h aracters was thst
there were plenty of others
who had done the same thing
before she did.
Third, how dare we censor this? Did Jesse Jacksoll
really watch the movie and
pay attention to its message,
or did he just get upset aboUt
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In this time of darknes , ironically, I ee nothing but
the brightne s of the light that conquers my thoughts. It
is the light of your wonderful smile that consumes my
mind and the minds of all who knew you. The world is
indeed a bit dimmer now that it is without your smile brightening the days. The knowledge and comfort that you're
looking down upon us keeps the world turning and the
days coming and the sun rising.
The sun rises and brings light to each and every day.
Your smile brought light to each and every day, each and
every room, and each and every heart. The sun rises and
brings together the memory of yesterday and the opportunities of today. Your lovely
spirit brought smiles together while it brought lives together. The sun rises and brings
warmth upon the earth. Your kindness and compassion brought warmth to so many
hearts. The sun rises and brings hope with the new day. Your dedication to success and
happiness brought hope to al l who were exposed to it.
You may not be here to smile at me, but I can still see it. You may not be here to laugh
that laugh, but I can still hear it. You may not be here to give me a hug, but I can still feel
it. You haven't left us, not you, not the spirit, the smile, or the soul. Only the beautiful
casing that carried these things has been taken from us. So 1 will not say goodbye to
you Lindsay, because goodbyes are forever. Goodbyes are for those ti mes when you' II
never see one another again. I' II see you tomorrow, and everyday after that for the rest
of my life ... when the sun rises.
I'll dry my eyes and shed no more tears because I know you want us all to mile and
live on in happiness. We all miss you and we all love you Lindsay, but you'll live on in
our hearts, our minds, our memories, and our sunrise. You're our sunrise. You're my
sunrise. I'll see you in the morning.
I'd like to give my deepest condolences to The Floyd family, her fianc~ Mark Price,
and all of her friends. Also to Andy Blackston I wish you a safe, speedy, and complete
recovery.
Written by Christopher Williams (williams_cr@hotmail
.com) in loving memory of Lindsay Elizabeth Floyd, assistant coach for UAH's women's
basketball team.
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tribute the sudden rise to a
myriad of cultural and social
forces, from food-portion
sizes to sedentary lifestyles.
'The environmental factors are enormou in our culture," said Robert Berkowitz,
medical director for the
weight and eating disorders
program at the University of
Pennsylvania. 'The slope is
pretty clearly going up, and
it is not tapering off."
Sandra Hassink, director
of the weight management
program at A.I. du Pont Hospital for Children in
Wilmington, Del., said the
problem is so daunting "that
it is very easy to get overwhelmed and freeze."
The solutions will need to
take place at "multiple levels,"
from government to schools
to families, she said.
The two new government
studies, which u ed height
and weight measurements
from nearly 9,000 adults and
children, suggest that Americans are carrying excess
weight regardle of age, race
or gender. Some groups have
been harder hit:
Nearly two out of five
women between 60 and 74
are obese. The obesity prevalence among men in that
same age group has nearly
WEIGHTpagell
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ry. They

eviews.
ruing to

PHILADELPHIAAmericans are getting even
fatter. Thirty-one percent of
adults in the United States
are obese-up from 23 percent a decade ago and 15 percent in 1980.
Sedentary lifestyles and
oversized food portions get
much of the blame, experts
said. And the problem is not
limited to adults.
Among children over five
years old, 15 percent are seriously overweight, and another 15
percent are at risk of becoming seriously over weight, according to two
studies
released
in
Wednesday's issue of the
Journal of the American
Medical Association.
Twenty-one percent of2to-5-year-olds are ovetweight
or at risk of being overweight.
A 5-foot-6 adult is considered overweight at 155
pounds and obese at 186
pounds.
A I 0-year-old boy who is
55 inches tall would be considered overweight at 94
pounds.
"It is discouraging to
see," said Cynthia L. Ogden,

a National Center for Health
Statistics epidemiologist,
who co-authored two papers
for JAMA. "People are urprised that it has increa ed
in the last decade as much as
the previous decade .... Everybody is getting heavier."
The epidemic portends
mounting medical problems
for the nation. Obesity increases a person's risk for
such serious conditions as
type 2 diabetes, heart disease, stroke, high blood pressure, and some cancers.
The prognosis for a turnaround is not encouraging.
While some diet and exercise
programs can produce mode t long-term weight loss for
individuals, Ogden and her
colleagues wrote that "relatively little is known about
the prevention and treatment
of overweight and obesity on
a population-wide basis."
The government researchers concluded, "it
likely will be difficult to reverse the increasing prevalence of overweight and obesity in the United States."
Around 1980, the prevalence of obesity started its
upward trend, after remaining
fairly constant since the early
I960s, when the government
started to keep detailed
records. Many experts at -
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Broke scholar?
.:. search thousands of scholarships
• worth over $3 billion
■

•••
•

3

receive relevant scholarship
updates in your inbox

.:. increase your success rate
• through articles and advice
Check out our onllne edition's

Scholarshi~s

channel
www.uahexponent.com/scholarships
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A BRIEF UPDATE ON UAH ATHLETIC

Men's Soccer
September 27 West. Florida L 5-2
September 29 Montevallo L 2-0
October 4 Lincoln Memorial W 2-1
Upcoming games:
October 11 Harding (Searcy, AR) 5 p.m.
October 13 C>uachita Baj:tist (Arkadelphia, AR) 3:30 p.m.

Women's Soccer
September 27 West. Florida L 2-1
September 29 Montevallo W 2-1
October 4 Lincoln Memorial L 3-1
October 6 Lambuth W 8-0
Upcoming Games:
October 11 Harding (Searcy, AR) 7:30 p.m.
October 13 Ouadlita Baptist (Arl<adelphia, AR) 1 p.m.

Cross Country
Upcoming event:
October 19 Chili Pepper Festival (Fayetteville, AR)

Volleyball
September 27 Valdosta St W 3-0
September 28 West Florida W 3-1
October 1 West. Alabama L 3-0
October 4 Pittburgh St. L 3-0
October 5 Miss. So. St. L 3-0
Upcoming Games:
October 11 Henderson St. Tournament
(Arkadelphia, AR)

lntramurals
4 on 4 Silnpit Results:
Game 1- Pikes defeated Sigma Nu (forfeit)
Game 2- Huntsvillians defeated Alpha & Omega
Game 3- ATO's defeated The Destroyers
Court Volleyball results:
Game 1- ATOs defeated Pikes
Game 2- The Destroyers defeated Sigma Nu
Fina/Game
ATO's defeated the Destroyers
ist place- ATO's
2nd place- The Destroyers
3"' place- Pikes
Flag Football results:
Division I
Game 1- Maintenance Mashers defeated Individuals
20-0
Game 2- Old Guys defeated Delta Chi (forfeited)
Game 3- ATO's defeated Pikes 20-6
Game 4- Sigma Nu defeated Sexual Chocolate 6-0
Division/I
Game 1- The Machine defeated Alpha & Omega 346

Game 2- K-9 defeated Soft Monkey Ape Patrol 22-0
Game 3- 2nd String defeated the Premiers 8-0

Team performs well in Tennessee
By Rachel Robinson
Sports Writer
Unlike last week's torrential rains and extremely muddy
conditions, this last Saturday
was perfect for a cross- country meet. The sun was shining and the UAH Chargers
were excited to be running in
good weather.
The team traveled to
Memphis, Tenne see to compete in the Rhodes Invitational. In previous years, this
meet has been very successful for the Chargers, and last
Saturday's race was no different.
The women's squad was
the first to race. They competed against 13 other ladies'
teams and proved to be the
best squad there. The UAH
women won the 5K race with
2 girls finishing in the top lO
runners.
Amy Phillips finished first
for the Chargers and 3rd overall with a time of 19:08. Megan
Fairclough was UAH's second runner, finishing 4 th in
the race and with a time of
19: 13. This time was a personal best for Fairclough.
Jessica Walters, a senior,
also stood out for the women
by improving her 5K time by
over 30 seconds. All of the

I
I'

I

The UAH Ladles Cross Country team Is shown here gearing up for their race In Tennessee. The ladles
wound up finishing first at the Rhodes Invitational.

UAH women ran well and
worked hard as a team to finish first.
Head Coach David Cain
stated, " I was extremely
pleased with the women's
squad. We ran solid as a team
with our first 4 runners finishing in the top 13 overall. It
was great to see Amy and
Megan run together. We had
several girls run their best
times or close to their best."

On the me n's side, UAH
had 2 runners to finish in the
top lO. Andrew Hodges,
UAH's first finisher, ran 26:50
in the men's 8K race, placing
him 3 rd overall.
The men's team second
runner, Matt Wilson, finished
I ()'ll in the race. Other Chargers who ran well include Brandon Eubanks and Erik
Aldridge.
They both bettered their

previous 8K times by over 30
seconds.
However, the UAH men
finished 3rd as a team, placing behind Birmingham
Southern and Southern Arkansas.
The Chargers will compete next in the Chili Pepper
Festival at Fayetteville, Arkansas on October 19.

Chargers have up and down weekend
By Jamie Gilliam
UAR Sports J11fonnaJio11
The UAH Lady Charger!>
soccer program split their pair
of games over last weekend
to run their record to 6-6 overall and to l-2intheGulfSouth
Conference.

Lincoln Memorial 3,
UAR 1 F (October 4)
The Lady Chargers
headed to Lincoln Memorial

----------------------~
SURIN oFTHAILAND
[

975 Airport Road Huntsville, AL 35802
256.213.9866

Authentic Thai Restaurant
Sushi Bar and Patio
Full bar with martini and wine list

I
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Free Entree
Buy one and get one free
for ALL UAH Staff and students
with valid I.D.
Expires October 24, 2002
Equal or lesser value. Umlt $10.00 value. One coupon per visit.
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on Friday hoping to pick up
their second conference of
the season.
The Lady Railsplitters
had another idea however
and shocked UAH 3-1 dropping the Lady Chargers to 12 in GSC play. UAH managed
to take an early 1-0 lead on
an own goal that LMU hit
into there own net after a corner kick from freshman
Lindsey Schemenaur.
Unfortunately for the
Lady Chargers that was the
only offense of the afternoon
as LMU poured in three
goals to take the win.

UAH 8, Lambuth OF
(October6)
After Friday' match went
down the drain, the Lady
Charger; were certainly looking for someone to take their
frustration. out on and
Lambuth seemed to be just
what the doctor ordered.
UAH blasted the Lady
Eagles 8-0 on Sunday afternoon behind 57 shoh from
the Lady Charger offense.
Leading the UAH attack
were fre:.hmen Kelly Bateman
and Katie Knop, who each

Freshman Kelly Bateman scored a couple of goals In the landslide
victory for UAH over Lambuth College. The Ladles' record now
stands at 6-6.

afternoon along with fellow
newcomers Schemenaur and
Katrina Smith, who each
scored a measure.
The Lady Chargers also
got single goals from senior
JuliaBrooksandjuniorCory
Vilders. Sophomore Kara
P~nalsohadacareerday
helping UA I I set a school
record for assists.
The Oak Ridge, Tenn .,
native posted three a1,sist,
tying a school mark for individual as1,ists in a game when

mates gave UAH 11 on the
afternoon shattering the previous record of !>ix in a con•
test.
Junior keeper Knsten
Freeman picked up what has
to be the easiest shutout of
hercareeras she faced a mere
three shots on Sunday. none
of which were on goal.
The Lady Chargen. hit lhe
road this weekend taking on
Harding Univer,ityon friday
October 11 before Sunday',
meeting with Ouachita Bap-

~ d ~ pa_ir 2f goats.?~.~~ •••a??~?. to !1!~".e. ?~ ~~~ ,t~~T.-...ttS!·
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Team splits games over the weekend

--

--

By Ronak Patel
Sports Editor
ro_93@hotmail.com
Playing their first slate of
games against the Gulf South
Conference, the UAH
women's soccer team came
through with a split of the
two games played this past
weekend.
The ladies now stand at
5-5 overall and 1-1 in GSC
play.

WestFlorida2, UAH 1 F

"he ladles

•over3()

\.H men
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(Sept.27)
On a dreary Friday afternoon at Charger field, the
Chargers played toe-to-toe
with the nation's 1411, ranked
team. But it wasn't enough.
West Florida, aided by a
pair of first half goals, held
off a furious UAH Charger
rally late in the econd half
to hold on for the victory 2-1.
Alia Moore of the Argonauts scored the game's first
goal at the 22nd minute mark
of the first half.
Moore's goal was unassisted.

Then, just a cant two
minutes later, oelle Sim
knocked one in for the vi itors to make the core 2-0
going into halftime.
For the first half, UWF
outshot UAH 7-4.
The second half would be
a different story.
The Chargers came out
the aggressors in the second
half, and their play paid off
with a goal at the 69 minute
of action to cut the score to

2-1.
It was Katie Knopp's first
goal of the season.
West Florida would snuff
out any more chance by the
Charger and the game
ended up at 2-1.
UAH outshot the vi itors
from Pensacola, Florida 14-13.
Chargers· Kristin Freeman
stopped five of seven hots
attempted on goal.
Sharon Kerby and Klara
Vrbova split the time in net
for the visitors. They both
combined to stop six shots
on goal.
UAH 2, Montevallo 1 F

(Sept.29)
1n a game of grit and determination, UAH, who
outplayed Montevallo on a
sunny
Sunday afternoon at
Charger field, came back from
a 1-0 deficit to win the contest 2-1.
It was UAH's first conference win of the season.
1n a first half of missed
opportunitie for the Chargers, Montevallo struck first at
the 33-minute mark to take the
early lead 1-0.
Candice Flow scored on a
crossing pass and the ball
went through the outstretch
hands of UAH's out tanding
goalkeeper.Sarah Sollie.
Cissi Wikstrom assisted
on Flow's goal.
Despite the fact that UAH
outshot their GSC counterparts 13-7 in the first half of
play, the first half ended with
Montevallo leading 1-0.
Just like in their tough loss
to We t Florida, UAH would
rebound in the second half
in a big way.

This time, it would be different when the scoreboard
read zero.
In the 51 • minute of play,
Elizabeth Dubberley scored
on a crosser, which was set
up perfectly by Lind ey
Schemenaur. Heather Dean
also as isted on the goal.
The game was now tied I -

Sports Writer
The weather turned out
great for the weekend-no
showers and beautiful soccer
weather.
On Friday (September 27)
the men's soccer team followed the Lady Chargers in a
double header against West
Florida University and finishing the weekend off playing
the Montevallo Falcons on
Sunday (September 29).
The Chargers, after dropping crucial GSC games, need
to find a new game plan after
this past weekend's heart
breaking losses.
UWFS,UAH2(Sept.Z7)
West Florida University
was definitely going to be a
tough team to defeat.
just a few ticks off

the clock, the Argonauts
knocked in two painful back
to back goals.
Hoping to tam the game
around, the Charg-0i:s fought
back and went on to answer
with a miraculous goal by
Steven Van Hom. Sam Petlite
assisted on the goal.
Looking to end with a win,
the Chargers entered the second half with a new keeper,
Nathan Daniel.
That decision didn't help
much as WFU scored three
goals to UAH's one in the
second half of play.
Thus, the Argonauts
went on to win 5-2.
Montevallo 2, UAH OF
(Sept.29)
The weather was great for
the battle on Sunday again t
the UAH Chargers and the
Montevallo Falcons.

The first half ended with
neither team finding the back
of their opponent• net .
After going through a half
time briefing, the Chargers
took the field hoping to find
some way to get some points
on the board and to end their
losing treak.
The Charger's played a
great defensive half, allowing
for the Charger offense to
take control.
However, Charger offense
just could not find a way
through the Montevallo's
keeper Raven Keet.
As the game neared the
last 10 minutes of play, the
officials began to take control of the action and they
even ejected UAH's Curtis
Todd.
The game got out of control for Chargers as they al-

The defense would then
take charge for the home team.
Tammy Wissel forced a
Montevallo turnover at their
end of play and she relayed
the ball to Cory Yilders.
At the same time, Vilders
potted a nashing Kelly
Bateman. She handled the
ball and in a split second she
kicked the ball into the net for
the victory.
Bateman's goal came at
the 64"' minute of play.
Sollie stopped three shots
on goal and her play in the
second half was mind-boggling.
Also credit the tough defense coach Ziyenge's quad
played out there.

lowed two back to back unanswered goals to pass.
Several of the 22 l fans for
Sunday's match believed
that the Chargers could've
won if the official would not
have assessed the red card
to Todd.
After Todd was ejected,
the Charger defense began to
lose focus on the game and
allowed the Falcons to win 20.
Sure the weather was
great, but as the Chargers
looked for a victory this weekend defeat was all they could
find.
The men's soccer squad
dropped to a 2-8 for the season.
The next men's home
game will be October I 8 at
Charger Field.

Chargers overcome obstacles at meet
By Rachel Robinson
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Sports Writer
With tropical storm
Isadora dropping inches of
rain o n the outheastern
United State. recently, this
past weekend' cross country meet proved to be a very
muddy one.
The UAH Charge~ ran at
the Great American Cro
Country Festival, held on the
rolling golf cour e of the
Ballantyne Re ort in Charlotte, orth Carolina.
With 5,000 high school
and collegiate runners participating in over 20 different
races, this meet was one of

the largest in the nation or-

ganized for the 2002 cro!.
country eason.
By tarting time of the
collegiate men and women•.,
race • the Chargers were facing a cour e three inches
deep in mud at many places.
Becau. e of these condition , the team· fini hing
times were much lower than
at previou meets. ln the
men' collegiate 8K race,
Andrew Hodge fini bed
25* overall, and the Charger
men placed 9' as a team.
Harding University, one
of UAH' greatest conference ri vats, won the men'
race.
Other men's finishers included Matt WilSQn (41st),

Ju tin Pruitt (51 t), Charlie
Hunt (6 1st), and Mark Ullom
(62nd).
For the women' quad,
Megan Fairclough, running
27 overall, was UAH's highe. t finisher.
Other women's fini. here;
included Amy Phillip at 47
place, Natalie Fahey (77u ),
Le Icy Davi (82nd) and
Brooke McDaniel (86th).
A a team, the ladie
placed J21h in the collegiate
5Krace.
orth Florida University,
a very strong team and one
of UAH's regional opponents, won the women's race.
Head Coach David Cain
had this to say about the

Sports Editor
ro_93@hotrnail.com
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Chargers can't seem to clinch a win
By Donnie Casebolt

By Ronak Patel

meet: "Considering the
course co nditions and the
quality of competition, running again!.t several Divi ion
I schools, I thought we did
pretty well."

Throughout my many of years of watching baseball,
basketball, and football, I've never quite figured out who
hould really win the MVP award.
Does it go to the best player for that year, regardless of
team, or does it go to the player who perform the best on
a top-tier team?
Case in point, the American League MVP award for the
year 2002 will be an intere ting one. Do you give it to AJex
Rodriguez, who i arguably the best player in baseball?
Or do you give it to a guy like Miguel Tejeda, the star
shortstop of the Oakland A's, or to a guy like AJfon o
Soriano, the outstanding ew York Yankee second
baseman?
First, let's take a look at A-rod. The 27-year old racked
up 57 home run this season and drove in an incredible 140
runs this season on a feeble Texas Ranger team.
Despite his large contract and the expectations that come
with it, A-rod has been phenomenal in hi first two seasons
in the Lone tar State.
A- rod also batted .300 and played his best defense of
his short career this season. The Miami, Florida native and
Rafael Palmeiro were a two-man offensive juggernaut for a
Ranger team that didn' t get any help from their pitchers yet
again this season.
If I was a baseball general manager and was given the
responsibilities of fielding a team, my first pick would be
Alex Rodriguez.
Miguel Tejada. His name has been the forgotten one
when conversation turns to the best shortstops in the
American League (a list that includes the aforementioned
A-rod, Nomar Garciaparra, and Derek Jeter).
That was so until this season. The 5-9, solidly built player,
who once played down the road for the Huntsville Stars,
ripped 34 home runs and drove in 130 runs this season for
a I02-win Oakland team.
Aiding his cause for the MVP was the loss of Jason
Giambi's bat to the Yankees.
Thus, Tejeda stepped up a big way this season with the
bat and his was solid with the glove as well.
Tejeda committed just 19 errors this season, his career
low. Although not quite the craftsman Ozzie Smith was
with the leather, Tejeda does possess a rocket laser arm and
his range stretches to the outfield.
And Alfonso Soriano. The young 2 nd baseman was a
gem this sea~on for the high-powered Yankee team.
The 25 year-old drove in I 02 runs, slugged 39 home
runs, stole 43 bases, and collected 51 doubles in a memorable 2002 season.
But look at the names he had to make his job much
easier this season: Jason Giarnbi, Bernie Williams, Jorge
Po ada, Derek Jeter and others (which include Raul
Mondesi, Robin Ventura, and young ter Nick Johnson).
The 2002 American League MVP award will probably be
the closest in years. It will certainly be one worth following
if you're a baseball fan.
If I had a vote, it would go to A-rod.
It's imple. He had the best year out of the three and hi.
play prevented the Rangers from losing more games than
the woeful Brewers.

Reverend Roy Hulling
Chaplain Services, Dating and Marriage
Counseling Pregnancy Crisis Counseling,
and Depression Counseling
For more Information call:
721.~196 (home) or 772.9496 (Office)
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potlight
Red Dragon lives up to expectations
By Jorge Raub

By Melanie Howard

Entertainment
Editor
raubj@ernail.uah.edu

Movie Reviewer

Unbeknownst to most people, this Friday is a holiday
and this weekend is a ho) iday weekend. Now, for those of
you who might be confused, l'm not referring to Columbus Day, which falls on Monday. To most, Friday will
largely go by unnoticed and treated as ifjust another day.
For me, and more than a few other people in this country,
it will be observed and celebrated.
October 11 is National Coming Out Day. It was first
founded on October 11, 1988 to celebrate the one year
anniversary of the 1987 March on Washington which
was held to promote the visibility and rally for the civil
rights of gay, le bian, bisexual, and transgendered people.
Coming out, for those of you not "in the know", is the
act of disclosing one's sexuality to friends, family, relatives, coworker.;, or just about anyone really. Since straight
people don't have to come out, this is something generally done by gay people. (I hope that clears things up for
those of you thinking maybe it's time for you break it to
the family that. yes, as they might have suspected, you
are heterosexual.)
ow, I should warn you that I'm writing this column
for a couple of reason . For one thing, 1 love being gay
and have been fraught with the dilemma of how exactly I
could devote my column to a related issue that would
also fall in the realm of "entertainment". Secondly, I've
been bothered by an editorial letter I read in The Huntsville Times over the summer and this is my response to it.
A reader of The Huntsville Times wrote in criticizing
America for its shoddy morals and claimed Americans
have no right to criticize the beliefs and practices of other
nations. He went on to list a variety of reasons why
America was an immoral nation. Bmcing myself as I read
on. I just had this gut feeling as to what one of his points
might be. Cal I me cynical, but there it was right at the end
of his list: America is a nation that openly celebrates homosexuality.
Mind you, this letter came o ut right around the time
that Atlanta had its gay pride celebration and others were
taking place across the country. But a<; l read this letter,
one thing struck me: when was the last time I "openly
celebrated'' my homosexuality? Had l ever done this before really? I came to the conclusion that somehow it
must be done.
I'm choosing to write this piece at this time because of
National Coming Out Day. My own coming out to my
family - ironically - happened at this time of year three
years ago. Believe it or not, I didn't plan it that way. Although it was a rather intense and emotional time in my
life, I look back at it fondly in that endearing sort of way
that significant events in the past seem to take on. It was
the evening that my Mom turned to my Dad, after I officially came out to her, and said "Don, our son is gay." It
was at that precise moment that I knew what the title of
the Lifetime Original Movie of my life 'i, story would be.
At times, especially when I read a letter to the editor
like the aforementioned one or when October 11 rolls
around, I ponder about the notion of pride. As someone
who self-identifies as gay and who has gone through
coming out, it has a very significant meaning. At the same
time, it also means so much more when you look at it in
the larger context of thing .
I certainly advocate being out, rather than being in.
There i a world of difference in being able to accept
yourself for who you are and unashamedly present it to
the world. However, I also think the lesson that we all can
learn from the notion of pride is that each of us has something that is unique and wonderful, some strength or tal

RAUBpagell

This movie is great! It
holds up to all of the expectations that I had for the next
Hannibal Lecter movie and
truly surpasses them.
Those of us who have
seen Silence ofthe Lambs and
Hannibal will appreciate the
insight into Lecter's past. For
those of you who have not
seen the two previous Lecter
movies, it will be a remarkable
crime thriller ranking among
the best.
"Red Dragon" is a remarkably milder movie than the
previous Lecter movies.
However, it is still a little disturbing. We never see anyone in the act of a gruesome
crime. We only see the aftermath. As for the worst crimes,
we only sec the FBI\ photos
of the crime scene.
This movie is directed by
Brett Ratner, who did not direct the other Lecter movies.
His past credits include The
Family Man, Mo11ey Talks,
and the Rush Hour movies,
none of which possess the
artistic detail as seen in Red
Dragon.
A variety of camera
angles and lighting heighten
the eerie aspect of some of
the cenes. Some of the most
well-lit scenes are those focusing on Hannibal, making
him appear to be harmless
and therefore giving him an
element of surprise.
The darkest scenes are of
course those centering
around the villain, Francis

Dolarhyde (Ralph Fiennes),
known as the "Tooth Fairy''
for the unique bite marks he
leaves on his victims. When
he reveals his tattoo on his
back, there is only a small ray
of light that lands upon on it.
As he flexes, the tattoo appears to be moving itself.
No, Hannibal Lecter (Anthony Hopkins) is not the
main villain in this movie. He
is seen in the opening
scenes. Very quickly he is
captured and imprisoned. For
the rest of the movie he is
only a supporting actor. However, he is greatly admired by
Dolarhyde. His role in the film
is serving as an aid to both
the FBI and the "Tooth
Fairy."
Although this movie is
not entirely about Lecter, it
docs shed some light on his
past. Despite our knowledge
ofhow evil he is, we like him.
For some reason we seem to
almost forgive him even

Red Dragon, which was directed by Brett Ratner, Is a true crime
thriller that ranks among the best of Its kind.

though he commits horrible
crimes, not to mention that he
feeds his victims to his uns uspecting houseguests.
Perhap it is because he is so
well mannered and calm. After all, he does not commit

crimes of passion; he is very
precise about his crimes.
As for Dolarhyde, we pity
himtoothoughhiscrimesare
unnerving. Yet, as we learn
more about him, we see that

DRAQON,-11

Martin rubs Huntsville the right way
By Leslie Tignor
Entertainment Writer
Brad Martin, a talented
newcomer to the country
music scene, gave a crowd of
over 700 a stunning performance at the Big Spring Jam
in Huntsville o n Saturday,
September 28.
Martin rocked the stage
when he sang the hits "Before I K11ew Better" and
" Rub Me The Right Way"
from his hot new album,
Wings Of A Honky To11k Angel.
Martin's debut single,
"Before I Knew Better," is a
heartfelt song about how a
young man fooli hly loses
the love of hi life. Martin
said, "Anybody could relate
to this one because everyone
has something in their life
they'd like to i.x. It 's about

life lessons, and learning,
and mending fences. "
"Rub Me the Right Way"
is about a "working man's
blues, a guy who goes out
and makes a living and works
hard - kind of a 'take this job
and shove it' sentiment."
Martin's idea for this song
came after seeing his dad
strive to balance work, family, and mu ic.
Although I am not much
of a country music fan, I must
admit that I was very impressed by Martin's singing
and his personality. I had a
chance to meet him and he
proved to be more than jm,t
yo ur average star. The
twenty-nine year old Martin
is overwhelmingly chari matic and seems to really care
about his fans.
Martin is a writer as well
as a sin er. He wrote ei tout

Up-and-coming Sony recording artist Brad Martin perfoffllecl
Saturday, September 28 at this year's Big Spring Jam.

of the ten ongs on his album.
"Much of my music is
based on my own personal
experiences in life. I try to
relate m son s to common

hardworking people. My
songs are basically about
love, lost love, and real life,"
said Martin.
" J ohnny Cash, Merle
11
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Christian bands rock Big Spring Jam
By Sarah Fluhler
EnJtrlainment Writer

-ions•

The First Baptist Church
of Huntsville along with
Golden Rule sponsored the
Christian alternative music
stage at the I()lb annual Big

Spring Jam.
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Leading artist-; performed
&heir latest hits and gave all
who listened a great weekend
of musical talent and exceptional entertainment. Most of
the bands took pictures and
signed autographs for their
fans.
Each of the bands at the
stage varied in musical genre,
experience, performance and
appeal providing diversity
between each of the performances. However, each band
~ artist with a unique qualrttY all their own held the interest of thousands of Jam
goers all weekend long.
Backstage, The Exponent
was able to interview five
groups: The Elms, P 150,
Wendy Bertolino, Phat
Chance, and By the Tree.
The Elms is a four-member band. Lead vocalist is 21year-old Owen, Keith is 20
and plays Bass, 1llomas, 24,
plays the guitar and 21 year
old Chris, plays the drums.
The band writes most of their
music and lyrics but they
. - o borrow and perform
-some of the oldies from the
Beetles and Wonders.
The band began almost
four years ago and since then
they have toured with leading artist such as Jars of Clay,
Audio Adrenaline, Newsboys and The O.C.
Supertones. The band has
played in over 45 states in the

U.S. and performs at about
200 concerts per year.
When asked what kept
them excited and fresh each
time they performed, lead
vocalist, Owen said "we just
keep swinging and do what's
in our heart." Their first album is "Hey Hey" and the
second, "Truth Soul, Rock
and Roll'' :wiil be released
October 22Ja. stores everywhere. For inore info about
the Elms visit their web ite at
www.theelm .net
Gaining popularity is the
three-member boy band
Pl50. The members, Brandon, 22, Scott, 21, and David,
also 22, still need a band but
they have great vocals and
their learning how to dance.
The guys attend the University of Alabama in
Tuscaloosa, full-time, and
their dance instructor is Niki
Thortenberry, a tudent here
atUAH.
Contemporary artist

Wendy Bertolino is a mother
of three and a very talented
vocalist. Favoring inspirational songs and a relaxed
style, Wendy drew a crowd
to the stage and offered
songs filled with joy and a
message of hope.
She said her inspiration
and love of inging and performing comes "directly from
the Lord, Jesus Chrfat''.
"It is a miracle that I got
on this stage at Big Spring
Jam this year" said Wendy.
The group, which was scheduled to perform, had cancelled on the day that her CD
got to the coordinator of the
stage. " When they called me
and asked me to perform I
couldn't believe it!" said
Wendy.
Phat Chance, is a fivememberrock band with members ranging in age from 20
to 15. Brandon. 20, i the lead
vocalist and guitar player,
Justin, 18, plays Bass, Brian,

16, sings backup and plays
guitar, Brent, 18, does backup
vocals and guitar, and Dallas,
15, plays drums.
Phat Chance gave a concert at Walt Disney World
earlier this year and the band
has performed in 44 states.
Phat Chance has toured
with leading artist such as
Rebecca St James, Third Day,
Michael W. Smith, Big Tent
Revival, Newsboys, and Audio Adrenaline. The band has
been together since they met
each other at a church camp
almost four years ago.
The guys of Phat Chance
are as real on stage as they
are in person. Their enthusiasm is very transparent-and
it is obvious in their music
and their attitude towards
their fan .
For more info about the
band check out their website,
complete with over I 00 photo and listen to their latest
BANDSpage11
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OPPORTUNITIES
Calendar of Events for the City of Huntsville

Thursday October 10
History Forum: The Women's Movement in the U.S. since
1890: " Women, Democratic Politics, and Progressive Reform, 1890-1925." Professor Robyn Muncy, University of
Maryland, College Park. Roberts Recital Hall at 7 p.m.
The Decatur Civic Chorus presents: The Fall Concert, at 7
p.m. at the Princess Theatre, 2nd Avenue, Decatur. For tickets and more information contact 350-6887

Thursday through Saturday October 10-12
Renaissance Theatre presents Tire World Goes 'Round, a
stunning revue of the beloved songs of John Kander and
Fred Ebb. ShowTime is 8 p.m. Tickets are $12. Call 536-3434
or 536-3 11 7 for more information.

Saturday October 12
Music Event: Faculty Recital with Dr. Andy Coward, tenor.
Roberts Recital I !all at 7 :30 p.m.
Beginning October 14
Philosophy Art Show: "Structure and Perception: Three
Voices of Minimalism". Union Grove Gallery and Meeting
Hall.

Tuesday October 15
The Princess Theatre Presents the Travelogue Series:
Czech/Slovak Republics at 7 p.m. at the Princess located on
2nd Avenue in Decatur. For tickers and more information
call 350-1745 or visit http://www.princesstheatre.org.
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Oloow: from a vari~ty of aviilabl~ positions. Contact Human
Resources for mof"t' information.
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Apply Now! Monday-Friday. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

The Huntsville-Madison County Public Library presents
the Lecture/Discussion series: Black Hawk Down With Mike
Dur.int, US Army Helicopter pilot, from 7-9 p.m. at the Main
Branch of the library, Monroe Street, Huntsvi Ile. For more
information e-mail: bethdean@hpl.lib.al.us

l'ftOSlt bmJ' two pi«'t1 ofillml,j'ICOtitM wih 104' wflffl • ~

Through October 27
The Huntsville BotanicaJ Gardens Presents Scarecrow Trail
4747 Bob Wallace Avenue, Huntsville Admission is $6 for
adults, $5 for seniors or Military, and $3 for children Ages
3-18. Enjoy the artistry and creativity of over 60 'crows are
gathered in the Garden, weekend hayrides from 2-4 p.m.
and the Amazing Sorghum Maze. Garden opens at 9 a.m.
Monday - Saturday, and I p.m. on Sunday. Garden closes
at 5 p.m. everyday. For further information visit our website
at http://www.hsvbg.org or cal I (256) 830-4447.

During October
The Huntsville Times Gallery will host an exhibition of work
by HAL member and UAH grad, artist Gail Genine Butler
including oil paintings of various Landscapes - seasonal
variations and various moods of nature The Huntsville
Times Gallery, located on Memorial Parkway, is open 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday. For more information email Kimberly Clark at kimberlyc@knology.net
The Huntsville Art League presents its Limelight Exhibiti on: "Figures and Silks in Harmony" - silk paintings of
Julia Hawk and the figure paintings of Marcia Leonard on
view the full month of October at the gallery in Market
Square, located on Memorial Parkway and the Clinton Ave.
exit. HAL Gallery hours are IO a.m. to 6 p.m .• Monday
through Saturday and I p.m. to 4 p.m. Sunday . For further
information, call 534-3860.
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Miwon: Japanese sushi close to school
By Janet Wilks
Restaurant Critic

Times valid
10·11 through 10-17

Brown Sugar (PG 13)
1:10 4:10 7:10 9:30
Rules of Attraction
(R) 1:20 4:05
7:00 9:45

XXX(PG 13)
7:00 9:30
Signs (PG 13)
1:20 4:40 7:20 9:40
Knock Around Guys
(R) 1:10 3:10 5:20

7:30 9:45

I have written already
about a su hi bar that is out
in Madison (Edo's), which I
will remind everyone is delicious, but now I will tell you
about one that is a little bit
closer to campus that you
will definitely be eating at.
Let me remind people how
1 assess the restaurants I
visit. First, I will start with the
food, which is always the
highlight, and then I will tell
you about cleanliness, management, service, and anything e lse that is re levant
about the restaurant.
Miwon is a small oriental
restaurant on Jordan Lane
just off of Holmes Ave. My
good friend Matt and 1 went

there one evening to eat and
it was great as usual. I had
sushi and
Seaweed salad. My sushi
rolls were the California,
crunch y shrimp and the
Alaska roll.
The California has crab
meat, avocado, and cucumber with seaweed wrap and
rice around the outside. The
crunchy shrimp roll is just
what it sound like; it has
shrimp with tempora and cucumber with sesame seeds
rolled in seaweed and rice.
The Alaska roll is a little bit
on the wild side for my mundane taste. It consists of wild
clovers, roe, crab meat, and
brussel sprouts (I think).
The flavors of the rolls are
meant to meld together to create one harmonious flavor. It

usually does. Every plate of
sushi comes with pickled ginger and wasabi. I also had
seaweed salad which has its
own unique flavor you must
taste to enjoy. It is a bit spicy,
but if I can handle it anyone
can.
My friend Matt had the
spicy beef dinner that comes
with Kim Chi. The Beef was
spicy, but Matt likes it spicy
so it was a good match. Unfortunately, it was so hot that
it made my nose run with j ust
a few bites. The Kim Chi consisted of several vegetables
in small dishes that were either spicy or used to cool the
palate after bites from the
spicy beef. There are many
great things on the menu that
you can order from fried rice
to squid. However, be care-

fut and ask if you are not
sure.
I have been in Miwon's
kitchen and their bathroom
and they are both immaculate. I have to say that the
decor really sets this place off
as well. The light colored
wood that is used for the
chairs and separators in the
dining room create a relaxing
atmosphere.
There is also a raised area
that has a smaJI pond with koi
fish in it. On the other side of
the room are two large fish
tanks that contain many colorful fish and a gurgling
sound that could put a person into a trance.
I know the sushi chef and
the owners who are always
there. I always get good service and I love the atmo-

sphere and they are like bartenders if you have had a bad
day. They will do just about
anything to cheer you up.
One of the great things about
Miwon is that it is hardly ever
busy. If you are headed
down Holmes toward Jordan
lane, take a right on Jordan
lane and it will be on your left.
It is set a little back from the
road but you will see the sign.
Overall, Miwon is a little
b it more expensive than
Edo's but it is truly worth it. I
have been frequenting it
since I have been going to
UAH and it has always been
great. I give Miwon five forks
for great food, atmosphere,
cleanliness, and stability.
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White Oleander
(PG 13) 1:00 4:00

7:00 9:20
The Transporter
(PG 13) 1:00 3:00

5:10 7 :30 9:45
Spy Kids 2 (PG)

1:00 4:00
*The Tuxedo (PG 13)
1:30 3:30 5:30 7:30
9:30
*Denotes no passes

(Haggard), Conway Twitl_li
and of coarse, Johnny Paycheck" are just a few of the
artists that Martin says have
in pired his musical career.
Martin comes from
Greenfield, Ohio, which is
also the hometown of Johnny
Paycheck. He said he became
iotere ted in country mu ·ic
becau c his father sang and
played the guitar al l throughout his childhood. His father
had to give up his aspirations
of stardom because of family

responsibilities, but his
dream stuck with Martin.
After receiving a degree
in Telecommunications/
Broadcast Engineering from
Hocking College in I 994,
Martin moved to ashville to
pursue his dream of being a
country music star. He was
soon singing five nights a
week at a club called
Barbara's in Printer's Alley.
It didn ' t take long for
Martin to get noticed. Joe
Carter (Tracy Byrd's director)

began showing interest in
Martin. He encouraged Martin to develop his own distinctive style by doing more
songwriting and demo tapes.
Blake Chancey and Allen
Butler of Sony Music gave
Martin his first record deal
after hearing his demo tape.
Soon after striking his first
deal with Sony, Martin
hooked up with his producer
Billy Joe Walker, Jr. (Travis
Tritt, Pam Tillis, Mark
Chesnutt, Tracy Byrd).

Things have been going
well for Martin ever since. He
has been touring the country as much as possible and
ays that his goal i to stay
in the music scene as long
as he can.
" I want to still be making
great music 20 years from
now like a lot of the greats
did. When I came to Nashville I didn't come down here
to leave. I came down here
to make it and to stay," pTO'claimcd Marti~

Martin says to everyone
whodrcamsofmaking it, "Follow your dreams and never
give up hope ... never lose
sight of your dream."
To find out more about
Brad Martin, you can visit the
Sony Music Entertainment
website
at
http://
sonynashville.com/
BradMartin/home.htrnl.

The Exponent's Weekly Top Ten
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Top Ten Movies
1. Red Dragon
2. Sweet Home Alabama
3. The Tuxedo
4. My Big Fat Greek Wedding
5. Barbershop
6. Jonah
7. The Banger Sisters
8. Four Feathers
9. Moonlight Mile
10. One Hour Photo

Top Ten Hits from www.bllboard-onlme.com
Top Ten Movies from www.1mdb.com
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Top Ten Singles
1. Kelly Clarkson "A Moment Like This"
2. Nelly "Dilemma"
3. Eve feat. Alicia Keys "Gangsta Lovin"
4. Avril Lavigne "Complicated"
5. cam'ron "Hey Ma"
6. Creed "One Last Breath"
7. Eminem "Cleanin Out My Closet"
8. Missy Elliot "Work It"
9. P.Diddy "I Need A Girl (Part Two)"
10. Ludacris " Move B#@*h"

On the television show
Friends, who won

Poetry Open Mic Night
8 o'cl ,., k al ~1orn' in the

an Emmy Award for Outstanding Actress in a
Comedy Series in 1998?

a oci.ilion for .:,unpu1 cnll•rt.1inmcnl

we Ju il on

. .. . .

...' ..

dnc

J.iys.

The first 2 people with the correct answer for the Movie Trivia will
win mo~ie tickets. ONLY2 pairs of tickets will be given away each
week. Tickets for any trivia will be distributed on a first-come firstserve basis from 10-11 a.m. on Monday. No one who has ~on in
the last month is eligible for any contest or trivia. Please see Jennifer Hill i~ The Exponent office only between the hours specified
above. Tickets good at Decatur and Huntsville carmike locations .
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Painfully thin, in
fashion and life

Editorial

tol

ltoEIIERS
the Editor

Dear Editor,

I read The Soapbox column by Chris Gould last
week about involvement in
campus activities and human
contact. He urged everyone
to meet new people and become involved.
Well, I am trying to start a
new club on campu , ESA
that offers plenty of human
contact, as well as a chance
to be of service to others.
SA International, founded
in 1929, provides service opportunities, and leadership
and personal skill s training
for its members in over 1200
chapters throughout the
United States and Australia.
Members in ESA collegiate
chapters work together to
make a positive impact on
their campuses and communities while developing personal skills and making new
friends. Through its network
of members and chapters,
ESA makes a difference for
people who care.
SA has enjoyed a 30-year
re lationship with St. Jude
Children's Research Hospital
in Memphis and has raised
68 million dollars during that
time. ESA also supports Easter Seals and various local
charities of each chapter.
Any student at UAH is
eligible for membership in
ESA.
Check
out
www.esaintl.com or come to
the membership meeting that
will be held in the next two
weeks. You may al<,o contact
me at cathyhoff@aol.com.
Come li ve a life that matten,.
Cathy Hoffinan

Alabama State Council
President
ESA

Mike Anderson:
ln your 09/26/2002 article
on the SGA, you stated that
there would be an amendment
to the UAH SGA Constitution regarding quorum. Because of concern · over the
amendment· nature and due
to Senate's inability to cons ider amendments from the
Hou. e in time, the amendment did not pass both
hou ses of the Legislative
Branch as set forth in Article
V of the UAH SGA Constitution.
I would imagine that some
amendments will be considered in the future for inclusion on the Spring 2003 ballot (I should know, as l plan
on submitting one myself),
but the amendment was not
up for consideration during
this election .
Cheers,

Gd
To WhomltMay Concern,
Current policy on refunds
for course withdrawal can be
found on page thirty-three of
the 2002-2003 undergraduate
catalogue. The policy states
that J00 percent of tuition
costs may be refunded, provided the withdrawal is completed during the first ten
day of classes. o provisions are made for partial refunds should withdrawal occur after that. The absence of
a partial refund policy is in
my view inexcusable, and

By Jane Eisner
Knight Ridder

Deadline for ha,mg letter-. ot JOO

,,.ord, or le" turned in

edit all m:ueriah ,uhmitted for publication.

scribed above.
I was surprised to learn
that UAH's position on such
matters, as expressed by Mr.
Scott Verzyl, associate vice
president to the registrar, is
unbending and unkind to
any student whose circumstan ces may sudde nl y
change after the I 0th day of
class, including for reason<;
due to illnes o r hospital
stays. In fairness to all, surmised the registrar, UAH is
not amenable to showing
any undeNanding or sympa-

thy to studenb who may find
themselves in any kind of
personal difficulty on the
11th day of cla.,ses. During
our brief encounte r. the registrar also stated that UAH
behaves much like any other
busine'>s: there is a lway-; a
limited time when one can get
a refund.
Perhaps UAll's policy
should be compared to WallMart's refund policy: I00 percent, no que tion asked. 1
recently returned an iron six
months after the date of pure ~. To complicate matters,
I had no receipt. 1 dropped it
off at the customer service
desk, and was given a new
one. A simple, straightforward comparison therefore
speaks volumes on the issue.
So l would simply ask the registrar to use caution when
attempting to provide what
may be tasteless examples to
justify what may be insipid
policies.
With the absence of a
clear, student-friendly policy
on partial refunds UAH appears to be far more interested in securing funds rather
than providing a service after the I 0th day of c lasses. I
am now a senior, and have
contributed my fair share to
UAH's coffers in exchange
for an education. However, in
the future r would like to be
able to choose a more suitable charitable organization
for my donations.
Sincerely,

F10renza Todaro
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Franz later became Associate Dean of Arts and Science at Indiana, and then
reluctantly accepted a position as Dean of Faculty (Provo t) where he spent five
years. After deciding he was
better as an administrator
than as faculty, he accepted
a job as Provost at West Virginia University.
ln 1991, UAH was seeking a President, and after a
friend here asked him to apply, Franz sent his resume on
the la t day of the . earch .
After his interview, Dr Franz
aid he " fell in love with
Hunt ville, and was impressed with the UA system
and Huntsville."
Fran1 de-.cribes his job as
a po ition "to work with many
re-,ou rces and constituencie. to make UAH the be tit
can be." He defines the con-

stituencies as faculty, taff,
students, fellow administrators, tru stees, the UAH
Foundation , alumni, a nd
state and federal community
leaders.
Accordjng to Franz, 'The
interests of these group are
not always aligned, so teamwork is the key to finding a
common path."
The kinds of things Franz
deals with as Pre ide nt are
personnel is ue , financial
issues, and working with appropriations, and finding innovative way. of tretching
re ources, like the funding of
the Univer.ity Fitne s Center or acquiring Technology
Hall by working with SCI.
Franz al o works to impro\e policies and procedures, lift the spirit and morale of the campu • increase
the effectivenes. and efficiency of the campus, and

enhance the reputation of
UAH.
Some of the successes
that FranL attributes to the
entire team of admini trators
are a far more friendly campus atmosphere and a more
real campus feel with the new
library, University Fitness
Center, dormitories, and other
additions. He al o highlight
improved athletics, better research including the addition
of the SSTC, and be tte r
food ervice. "We want
UAH to be the de tination of
choice for the be t students
and faculty," said Franz.
Frani; lists some of his
concrete goals for the coming year as completion of
the Science Center from anticipated appropriation'>
brought by Senator Shelby,
building another dormitory
in the near term, increasing
the number of students from

7,000 to between 7,500 and
8,000, building new baseball
and other facilities in the
space east of the Material
Sciences b uilding, and improving research a nd continuing to refine the University policie and procedures.
According to Franz, his
favorite part of his job a
President is ..seeing improvement in the University." " I
enjoy having lunch in the
new cafeteria, driving by the
new dorm , eeing that the
average incoming ACT score
is up to 24.7, seeing good
things happen here," said

The Exponent Staff:
Jennifer Hill, Editor-In-Chief
hi IIJr•emall .uah.edu

Franz.
What Franz wants to encourage student'> to do is to
'"continue your dedication to
UAH, and continue reaching
out to your fellow students
and making thi, campu, better."
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The ·pring fashion collections that strutted down the
runways in ew York last week are, according to some of
the snootie r critics, an unimaginative throwback to the
195(}.,, evoking an era of pastel domesticity, illusory safety,
even a kind of Ei enhower du line s.
The fashionbtas will cluck and chatter and have their
say; this is their moment, after all. When the rest of us
bother to look at photographs of model. in impossibly
shon shons and scandalously see-through blouses, we
are likely to see omething e lse:
Thin.
Very thin.
So thin that bones protrude and backsides di-.appear
and every bodily shape seems airbrushed away. Even
hair is a., slender m, spaghetti.
When I think of the 1950s. I think of women who filled
out their Peter Pan-<:ollared blou e · and bouncy, pleated
skirts, seeking to equal Marilyn Monroe's generous
c urves. In today's revisionist fashion scene, the "retro"
clothes look as if they could be worn only by women
who've subs isted on naked lettuce and bancha twig tea
fora month.
The waff look is, unfortunately, not new in contemporary fashion and no stranger in a popular culture dominated by images of 90-pound actresses. But in perusing
the late t runway photos, 1reaJized that they looked chillingly simi Jar to the pictures posted on pro-anorexia Web
sites that have caused such concern in the menta1-hea1th
community.
These online societies of the starving are extolling a
perverted vision of beauty and perfection that is only a
few pounds shy of what paraded down last week's runways. You can see why eating disorders are so prevalent
among a certain sliver of America. The glorification of
thinness is reinforced at every tum.
In a nation of affluence and abundance, there are now
mini-societies of those who will not eat-or will not eat
very much, or will onJy eat Atkins, or Zone, or on odd
days of the week. Where once such behavior was a personal secret, now it is a stylish form of group identity.
" Diets have always been woven into the life of the
image-eonscious," wrote Kate Betts in last Sunday's New
York Times, " but it used to be something you didn't admit- like the model 'sent away' to drop five pound before she could work again. Now, diets are discu sed
openly, unashamedly, cheerfully. Having a diet i almost
... de rigueur."
There are important differences between the faddishness of the fa hion set and the serious mental illness
afflicting the 12 million to 13 million people- mo tly
women-who suffer from anorexia and bulimia. Staring
at the pages of Vogue won' t automatically tum <;omeone
anorexic. Nor will on line sites infec t a user the way that
the bombardment of violent images on television may
affect a child's behavior.
But tho e who treat patients with eating disorders
worry that the explosion of "pro-ana" (pro-anorexia) and
"pro-mia" (pro-bulimia) sites can trigger dangerous feelings and behaviors among the vulnerable.
" I wouldn' t want the women I treat looking at these
1H1Npage10

i 2 p.m. on Frida)'. Tu hponent rc:'<!r.e, the nght to

unfair to students. As such,
it should be addre sed and
codified by the go,eming
bodie immediately, to cover
circum tances beyond one\
control.
Here is how thb matter
came to my attention. We are
in the process of adopting
two children from Russia.
The adopti on agency informed u,, in early September, that our travel to Russia
would occur by mid October.
For legal and bureaucratic
reasons, the Russian authoritie require adoptive parent<;
to take as many as two trips,
with stays that vary from
three to ix weeks. It was apparent I would be out of the
country for the second half
of the semester, and I had no
alternative other than dropping the course. I did so during the thjrd week of classes,
i.e., a date that precluded a
full tuition refund. With that
knowledge and some optimism, I requested consideration for a partial refund, due
to the circumstances de-
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Politics: Who wants to be president?
Chicago Tribune
(KR1J

I would like to start this week off by congratulating
our new Senators for this year. We have many returning
Senators as well as several new faces in SGA who are
very excited about this year. J encourage you all to get to
know yourrepresentatives ... they represent you in many
aspects, and I am confident that they will accomplish a
lot during their time in office.
SGA is taking several new steps here on campus. We
are currently compiling our list of goals for the remainder
of the year, including such issues as increa ing the number of 24-hour study areas on campus, and finding new
ways to celebrate diversity on campus. Last week, we
passed our revised edition of the club finance handbook,
with the pos ibility of further changes in the near future ... many thanks to Heather Marcum for all her hard
work in revising the handbook. If you have further suggestions for changes or such, please stop by the SGA
office, or attend our next meeting on Monday at 8:45 p.m.
in UC 131. All SGA meetings are open to everyone, and 1
encourage all of you to attend at least one SGA meeting
to voice your opinions.
Currently, there are a number of resolutions on the
table at SGA, ranging from requesting that the cafeteria
accept credit cards and checks, to tackling the problem
of insects in certain buildings on campus. If you have
any problems on this campus, come to us. We have many
representatives who would be more than willing to tackle
them.
I would al o like to encourage all of you to register to
vote in the state elections if you have not done so already. College students make up a large percentage of
the population in this area and the state in general, but
we generally do not vote. Why? If you do not think that
the state elections directly influence you, you may want
to reconsider. The government decides how much money
universities get each year from the state, which ha<; a
direct impact on your tuition. Be sure to look into each
candidate and make an informed decision, and most importantly, VOTE. Most candidates do not take college
students seriously because they don't think we care.
Prove them wrong.
If you are intere tcd in getting involved with theSGA,
please stop by the SGA office, or con tact me at
frederl @uah.edu.

VOICES
Contact Rhonda Mann at

334.213.2410
for more Information

MISSION STATEMENT
Voice. for Alabama's Children
To ensure a decent childhood for every Alabama child.
To accomplish this mis ion, VOICES for Alabama' Children:
· researches the conditions of children in our state
· communicate those conditions to those who can work for
change
· advocates for public policy and private programs that will
improve the live of children and families, and
· builds coalitions to work for improvement in Alabama's
child well-being
The following are programs of VOICES for Alabama's Children: Alabama Kids Count, Alabama Birth-to-Five Initiative,
Brain Train, Children' Legislative Agenda. Children's Legi lative Report, Kids and Kin Program, Legislative Advocacy.
Children' I sues Public Awarene Campaign, Regional Meetings of Child Advocate.

With show-biz values increasingly infecting the world
of politics, it seem oddly inevitable that a television network would nominate its own
presidential candidate. Sure
enough, that time has come.
The FX cable network has
announced "American Candidate," a series that will audition amateur aspirants to
the presidency in the way
that "American Idol" auditioned would-be singing
stars.
The rationale is obvious.
Kelly Clarkson, winner of the
"American Idol " talent
search, recorded a CD as part
of her winnings. The recording immediately soared to the
top of pop mu s ic sales
charts. A star was born. Why
not a new political star, too?
A panel will review
"American Candidate" applicants and pick two semifinalists from each state. In 13
episodes, home viewers and

a studio audience will vote ease.
But, one wonders, how
also-rans off the show as
they campaign against one can politics be a lit subject
another across the country. for reality TV?
"Unscripted" is a more
That sounds not unlike the
way conventional candi- accurate description of most
dates are reviewed by party reality shows, ince they ofleaders, interest groups and ten pre ent a heavily staged
major contributors on their version of reality. Yet politiway to the popularity con- cal campaigns are becoming
tests also known as party pri- increasingly scripted. Campaigns brim with prefabrimaries.
Considering the wildly cated stump speeches, exunexpected success of so- .pensive media coaches and
called reality shows such as canned responses to policy
"Survivor" and "The questions. An unanticipated
Osbournes," the network has question and an unrehearsed
reason to be excited about answer (other than an occathe possibilities. If Ameri- sional "I'm not sure ifl did I/
cans like politicians who 8inhale3/8 or not") are about
know how to perform, maybe as rare in today's politics as
they' ll like performers who a real injury in a professional
like to pursue politics. In prior wrestling match.
Which, upon reflection, is
election cycles we've seen
entertainers such as former the best reason for audiences
President Ronald Reagan, to be curious about the new
Tennessee Republican Sen. FX show. Maybe,justmaybe,
Fred Thompson, and its contestants will offer
Minnesota's outgoing (in something that conventional
more ways than one) Gov. campaigns so rarely offer:
Jesse Ventura evolve into spontaneity.
politicians with remarkable
What's more, as the cost

of running for office climbs
to staggering heights,
"American Candidate" looks
like a refreshingly open, relatively cheap and, one can
hope, thoroughly honest
way to bring new voices into
the national debate.
If the effort succeeds, rest
assured that the derivative
world of network TV will embrace it, copy it and spin it
off into countless look-alike
versions. By 2008 every network could have its own wellvetted candidate vying for an
oval office on Pennsylvania
Avenue.
Next could come local
shows: "Stumping for
Mayor," "Who Wants to be
County Auditor?" and
"Township Treasurer or
Bust."
And for would-be politicians here in Illinois, a specially tailored sequel for winners of those other shows:
"Meet the Federal Prosecutor."

Shhhhhh?: Too much secrecy can
backfire for the Bush administration
Knight Riddertrribune
News Service
(KR1J
The Bush administration
has gone to war against terrorism, and it may soon go to
war against Iraq. But does all
that neces arily mean going
to battle against the American people's right to know?
One would hope not.
It cannot be easy for leaders to wage war in the information age, let alone in a free
society where an array of
newspapers, news maga1ines, television and radio
networks, and Internet '>ites
are clawing for scraps of
news. And no one is suggesting that the administration disclose information that
puts American lives at risk,

compromises national security or makes terrori t attacks
more likely.
Yet, there are concerns
that elements of the administration are trying to keep
Congress, the press and the
American public in the dark.
At home, the administration continue to be dogged
by the i ·sue of the Sept. I I
detainee and it policy of
keeping the names secret and
deportation proceedings
closed. A federal judge in
Detroit recently ruled that the
Justice Department must either open deportation hearings for Rabih Haddad, the
co-founder of a Michiganbased Muslim charity, or release him.
U.S. District Judge Nancy
G. Edmunds ins isted that

open hearings "will assure
the public that government
itself is honoring the very
democratic principles that the
terrorists who committed the
atrocities of 9/1 1 sought to
destroy." A three-judge
panel in the U.S. Circuit Court
of Appeals used even stronger language to uphold an
earlier ruling by Judge
Edmund asserting the
public's right to access immigration hearings, warning:
"Democracies die behind
closed doors."
One would hope the administration would heed that
warning as it prepares to deal
with Saddam Hussein. Already Congre<,s is grumbling
that the White House- irked
over news leaks about intercepts of communiques be-

tween terrorists before the
Sept. I I attacks-has put a
lid on classified briefings. It
is significant that those leaders who do seem to be getting information and who
have been pleased with their
briefings are more supportive
of the administration's hard
line against Iraq than those
who feel they are out of the
loop.
Whether the battle b in
the Persian Gulf or in our own
back yard, the administmtion
would be wise to 11hare more
rather than less, to treat official proceedings to sunlight
and to avoid even the perception that it ha<, anything to
hide.

THIN frompage11 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Web sites," said EUen Davis,
clinical director of the
Renfrew Center in Philadelphia. 'They push people to
think, ' Ifl can look like that, I
will be what they are.' These
sites are very destructive."
The photographs of skeletal girls and women are not
the only disturbing feature
of these sites. Even wor e is
the way that anorexiawhich has the highest mor-

tality rate of any psychiatric
disease-is viewed not as an
illne s but as a lifestyle, a religion, a source of comfort
and even pride among those
who believe they are strong
enough to defy nature by
suppressing hunger.
Anorexia and bulimia were
once isolating diseases. With
the Internet, they take on the
attributes of a cult. Eatingdisorder organizations and

other advocates have tried to
disband this virtual cult by
pushing the sites off mainstream venues such as Yahoo
and AOL. But the Internet is
a wiry adversary: Squash activity in one p lace, and it will
pop up somewhere else.
At a time when obesity is
reaching epidemic proportions in America, it seems the
ultimate irony that everyounger victims of eating

disorders are showing up in
doctors' offices. ironic, but
understandable.
The nation may consider
itself an outsized political,
military and economic power,
but its vision of beauty is an
extra-small Sometimes I think
the entire nation suffers from
an eating disorder of one kind
or another. We eat either too
much, or not at all.
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the comments it made rcg-ard1ng him?
I'll leave you >with another
quote from Dreher·~ article.
He writes, "Barbershop argues (alas, a bit too hamfi tedly) that young African
Americans need to quit
dfeaming about the glamorous life, cease ob sessing

over racial co nsciousne ,
knock off the victimhood f'iotasies, ignore the pieties of
Jesse Jack!ion, and get serious about building their futures."
This message was simply
iliis. The movie was not saying that Martin Luther King,
Jr. and Rosa Parks were un-

important. It' unfortunate
that some, iewers could not
get past these statements to
realize what the movie wa<,
trying to say.
A of pre time, The Exponent wa<, unable to find
students, faculty, or staff that
had seen the movie to comment on the situation. There-

fore we cannot reprc-;ent their
opinion<,. Ho\\ever, w e
would like to encourage you
to ee the mo-. ie and decide
for your-,elf. Then. email the
writer
at
brandm@email.uah.edu to
voice your opinion for a follow-up story.
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Clubs should be aware
that the re-chartering deadline for existing clubs is October 18. Finally, this Monday the Senate voted to pass

on the new Club Finance
Handbook to the House of
Representatives for amendments. A joint committee,
h eaded b y R eps. Ande

Boyer (Eng.) and Chris
Brown (Eng.), was fonned in
September to consider
amendments, and the committee brought nearly twenty

to the floor Monday night for
discussion. As o f press time,
The Exponent was unable to
compile a list of all of the
amendments.

RAlJBfrom p&ge8------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ent that makes us individually unique and is undeniably
something to take much pride
in.
One of my favorite gay
writers, Michael Thomas
Ford, stated exactly how I feel
about having pride in who we

eds, rest
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are: "Be anyiliing you want
to be. For in or stand out or
live somewhere in between.
But whatever you decide to
be, be it with as much joy and
strength as you possibly
can .. . What matters is being
who we are, and not what

someone else wants us to
be."
So maybe this National
Coming Out Day will inspire
you to come out to someone
or someone to come out to
you. And even if that isn' t
the case, take a moment to be

proud of yourself for being
the unique, beautiful person
that you are. Surely that is
something worth celebrating
- and feel free to celebrate as
joyfully and openly as you
possibly can.
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he is a monster created by
years of abuse. While this
doesn't make his crimes.any
le s horrible, it does give u
some understanding.
We even see his human
ide begin to develop as he

enters a relationship with
Reba Mcclane (Emily
Watson). I must point out that
she is blind, and this is the
only way their relationship is
possible. If she had sight,
she would be able to see his

tortured life when she accompanies him to his house. However, her blindne . makes her
unaware of his monstrosities.
This allows us to sympathize
with him as we see him from
her point of view.

As for the rest, I refuse to
give away any more details .
You'll have to go see it for
yourself.

hits online, www.Phatchance

The band has four members; Chuck, 25, is the lead
vocalist and plays guitar,
Charlie, 2 1, sings backup and
also p lays guitar, B en, 21
plays bass, and Aaron, 22,
plays drums.
The band has played

throughout the continental
U.S. on tours with the Newsboys, Jars of Clay, Third Day
and currently with Michael
W.Smith.
The band emphasizes
spending time in prayer and
reading the Bible, they rec-

ommend the Message Bible
because it is written in today's
Engli h and it relates to everyday life.
Their goals for the year
2003 include not breaking as
many guitar strings and telling their fans about Christ.

BANDSfrom page 7 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _;......._ _
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By the Tree, a biblically
based name, fits perfectly
with the band's style. Mostly
'iCriptural lyrics arc brought
to life by the band's punk
rock style.

WBGHTfrom page3- - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - tripled in the past 20 years to
36percent.
Twenty-four percent of
black and Mexican-American
adolescents were overweight, compared to 13 percent of white adolescents.
Nearly 80 percent of black
women are overweight or
obese-including 15 percent
who are extremely obese.
early 5 percent of the
overall population falls into
the extreme obesity cat-

egory-up from 2.9 percent
in the past decade.
Adults are considered
overweight if their body
mass index is 25 or more,
obese with a BMI of 30, and
extremely obese with a BMI
of 40. Body mass index is a
ratio between height and
weight. (It is calculated by
dividing one's weight in
pounds by the square of
one's height in inches, and
multiplying by 703. A person
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a restaurant critic at lhe 1
Exponent?
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: 1he Exponent Is looking for :
1 a Restaurant Reviewer. 1
:
I

Please emall raubj@
emall.uah.edu to apply.

who is 5-foot-6 would be extremely obese at 250
pounds.)
"Obesity" is not a tenn
researchers use for children
because they can sh ed
pounds as they grow. Instead, a ratio of children'
heights and weights (plotted

for age and gender) are compared again t hi toric population references. When a
child weighs more than 95
percent o f children of the
ame age and height have
historically weighed, he is
cons idered overweight

Why spoil it for
everyone?
I have noticed a distre ing trend in this fine newspaper over the last year. It goes a little something like this a type of column is introduced and i seen here for some
length of time, then people complain because there is something about the column they don't like, so our very fairminded Editor-in-Chief decides to make a rotating column
which allows presentation of different points of view in an
area, and then the column slowly (or very very rapidly)
dies. This happened with the ill-fated religious views column of last spring, and the political column penned last
year by Greg Bacon is in imminent danger of having this
repeated. Were it not for my very own entries to the new
' Political Matters' column, it might have already disappeared.
I don't blame the newspaper staff for this trend, in fact
Jennifer Hill's ideas for rotating columns are very fair and
good idea~. I blame all of the whining politically correct
afraid-to-be-offended crybabies out there who find it easy
to complain about someone expressing views in an open
forum, but apparently find it extremely difficult to voice
their own views given the same opportunity. After all. it's
a lot easier to complain about omethmg than to actually
do omething about it. Maybe the e people were juM
inherently lazy, or maybe they have no real basis for their
own beliefs and o didn't want to be challenged by well
thought out factually upported pieces that contradicted
them. Either way, if you find the courage and energy to
write a lette r condemning a column or point of view, then
try and find the courage and energy to write a column
explaining your own point of view on an issue. Don' t just
poi) it for everyone.
I think everyone out there needs to consider writing
something for this column, the political matters column, or
perhap even a new attempt at a religious column. So try
this on for size- I believe that the United States of America
is the greatest nation in the world and the best place to
live, I believe that the Libertarian Party is the only political
party in this country that really believes in freedom and in
the constitution, I believe in a sovereign God that did not
use macro-evolution in creating this planet and its inhabitants, and I believe that peanut butter and j elly should
never ever have been mixed. l dare any of you to disagree
with me. But if you do, don' t just whine and moan, write a
well-thought out factual es ay expre ing your views.

Campus Club Wire
Editors Note: '®fr 1iXJ1onmt reserves the right to edit all submissions for content. Due to space requirements, please
limit announcements to approximately 75 words. All submissions must be given directly to Jennifer Hill, Editor in The
Exponent office, 104 University Cen ter or emailed to J ennifer Hill at exponent@email.uah.edu no later than 2 p.m. on
Friday. No submissions left in the drop-box will be printed. Announcements are preferred 011 disk. Announcements with
graphics will not be accepted.

UAH Crew Team is entering their first Regatta of the fall season. The Regatta is being held in Chattanooga, Tennessee on
October 12.

The UAH Dance Club invites you to its inaugural dance on the 11 mof October at the University Center at the University
of Alabama in Huntsville. This event is FREE for students (full time and part time) and members. Membership dues for the
staff, faculty and the general public are $10 an academic year. Le ons starts at 7pm and dancing at 7:45pm. There will be
various demonstrations conducted throughout the night. More information i available a t our website at http://
www.wah.edu/danceclub/.

NSBE will be holding an love tment and Money Management Seminar on Wednesday Oct.16 at noon in Room 123 of the
Administrative Science Building.

Pi Kappa Alpha would like to congratulate their new pledges: Brad Son, Earl lrving, Chris Wolfe, Jason Manthey, Matt
Ogle, Patrick Finn, Lars Olsen, Eric Walling, Daniel Yearta, Greg Christian, Jeremiah ichovich.

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers: The IEEE-UAH Student Branch will be hosting Dr. Paul Ruffin of the
U.S. Army Aviation & Missile Command who will speak on "MEM,i & Nano Technologies in Military Applications." Dr.
Ruffin will speak at 7 :30 on Thursday, October IO in EB254 (ECE Corif Room). Drinks and snacks will be served and two $25
gift cards from Best Buy will be given away as door prizes. For more information on this and other IEEE-UAR events, visit
ieee.uah.edu.

:
I

Check out the Exponent online at www.uahexponent.com
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Classifieds
Bon Appetite

Crossword 101

ByEdC.nty

Across

1989 Camaro RS V6 automatic
177k miles, rebuilt motor and
transmission. $2,000 or best
offer. Red. Please call 931937-0042

5 Perch
10 Performs
14 Cry loudly
15Goof
16 Ostrich look alike
17 Barely m.ide it

1985 Honda Accord white
with black hood, sunroof. 5
speed. needs brakes. 180k
miles. $800. Call 864-2528.

18 Computer instruction
19 Motor parts
20
ball
21 Dipping tools
23 Hackneyed
25 More then enough
26 Place
28 Trim a hedge
30 Over
31 Tale
32Qty
35 Greater quantity
36 College workers
37 M3St
33 Stnte prison:Sl:tng
39 Door part
40 Printing copy
41 Glue
42 Threw dice
43 Confirmation
46 Bridal path
47 Dessert

2000 Honda Civic SI, Black,
mileage, sunroof. new tires.
Good condition. $14,200. Call
Keith at (256) 289-5340 or
(256) 859-0545.

5 TV controller
6 Deliver a speech
7 J<jlJcr wh:lle

8 Cl3Ssify
9 Stntc highway men
10 Tell. e.g.
11 Bike part
12 Allure
13 Smart-mouthed

21 Stack
22 Potter's need
24 R.int's 1>3rtncr
26 Lighting device
27 Slender woodwind
28 Platform

50 School org.
53 Egg-sh:spcd
54 Smell for one
55 Business p:1rtnership
56Divvyup
57 Regional staple

29 Shaq)cn
31 Mailed
32 Desserts

58Jump
59 Reared

60 Revises

33 Barnyard Mom
34 Walked over
36 Repugnance
37 Peddle
39 Applause
40 Civil rights leader Parks

61 UPS competitor
~
l Help rob a b31\k
2 George for one
3 Summer treat
4 Ancient

95 Ford Escort (LX Hatchback 4O)-95k m., automatic,
ac, like new tires, excellent
condition! $3500. Call 6827083or723-3514.

41 Skinned
42 NYC 1sl4nd
43 Nuclear weapon
44 Paek rat
45 Hockey need
◄6 Property
48 Starring role
49 Against
51 Snare
52 Electric:sl units

SS Respiratory disease

The trouble with eating
Italian food Is that five
or six days later you'l'll
hungry again.

avigation Bar.

by phll fflcklnger (WWW.~x.c:om)
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Fraternities Sororities
Clubs
Student Groups

I
I Earn $ 1,000-$2,000 this sci mester with a proven
I CampusFundraiser 3 hour
I fundraising event. Our
I ~ make fund-~
ing easy with no risks.

I Fundrasing dates are filling
I quickly, o get with the proI gram! It works. Contact
I CampusFundraiser at
I (888)923-3238, or visit
L~-~fundraiser.c:om.J

Part-time faculty seeks reliable non-smoker to baby-sit
toddler in my home. Hours
and· pay negotiable; at least
one full morning or afternoon
per week desired. Occa'iional
weekend and evening hours
also negotiable. Will work
with your schedule. Must
have references and own
transportation. Serious in-

Bookcase 36 w x 41 H, X 10
Deep, Adjustable Shelves
$40.256.882.0173

quiries call Ms. Garlen at 534580 1.

'95 Mi~slti Galant. Extra
C lean. Runs Excellant. 92 K
Miles. $3998. 256.316.0206.

Room for rent. Close enough
to walk to class. $350/m cable/
phone/internet included. Call

1989 Ford Taurus for sale.
Powerful Y6 engine, power
windows, steering, locks.
AM/FM cassette player, no
interior/exterior body damage. Asking $1100/-. Contact Aravind at mobile: 5205888 or Residence: 830-418 1.

ouoe•htc Qpote

f'or an~wer'i to the cross"'ord puzzle, go to w-.,-.uahe'l:ponent.com. Click on ·•x,-ord Ans,.,er " on the

Sailboat Crew Wanted-Experienced foredeck person
(student
or
faculty)
needed to sail omc Saturdays and/or Sundays this fall
on Wheeler Lake. Transportation provided if needed. Call
824-2327 and leave a message
or write ontogeny I@
earthlink.net.

FOR RENT

683.8526.

By CFR Associates• PO Box 461 S4:hcncctady, NY 12309 • Visit our web ·tc at www.ifrpuu:lcs.com

S"N»EN"f'S St~U.~ 6£1'

1996 Crown Victoria Ford.
62K, power everything.
$5,500 (negotiable). Call 5205168
1993 BMW 325 i red,leather,
sunroof.Excellent Condition
$9500. Call 533.5794

1 In addition

COLL£~

'99 Monte Carlo 234 Red,
gray interior. Fully loaded.
Automatic, 3.8 V-6. Sunroof,
51 K. Excellent condition.
$10.900 (256) 566-1354 or
(256) 824-3539.

'(oc.f~E ~ 11/'I(, AN A+
E®ALS If. 33 ...
1'1tf.O,tl.1'lCALL'i 1

I. COULD AIM
FoR "'°'E FUN.

0 I DODGE INTREPID SE
GRN ,29.8K(mi), Powers
Loaded. Remote Trunk/
Door,Alann, Tape/CD,EXE.
Condition, $12500,call 651-

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK 200
Travel With STS Americas
# 1 Student Tour Operator
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco
Bahamas, or Florida
Sell Trips Earn Cash Travel
Freelnformation/
Reservations
l -800-648-4849 or
www.ststravel.com

8523
Samsung Cell Phone. Model
I05 Used condition, only 5
Month old. Includes: House
charger, Ear Piece, Car
Charger, s i m chip, and
Manual.
Works
with
Voicestream, Tmobit, and
Powertel. Asking$65. Please
call 426-79W.

JOBS
POSTAL JOBS $9.19-$14.32
+ Bennefits, No Exp.
For App. &Exam Info, Call
1-800495-5514 Ext. 0052
8 a.m.-9p.mfl-Days

DO YOU HAVE AN EVENT COMING SOON TO UAH?
ADVERTISE

WITH

THE

EXPONENT.

Our prices vary from $25 to $500, which can fit any budget. For more information email Fran Fluhler at exponent.ads@email.uah.edu for ad rates and additional infonnation.

